
When little kids get upset, they start dreaming of running away and joining the circus. Not you, though. Even as 
a little kid, you knew there wouldn’t be enough money in that. No, you dreamed of running off and running the 
circus.  Besides, you always had a knack for parting fools and their money...

And now that the stock market crashed, the only good work is out in the fields of middle America, but you’ll be 
tarred and feathered if you’re going to work that hard. Suddenly, your dream as a kid isn’t looking so crazy. Sud-
denly, the circus is looking like a pretty good way to make some scratch.

So, with only the 10 dollars in your pocket, you’re off to make your fortune in the circus - right after you spend 
some dough to hire some performers. Then, you can head off to small town America, fleece some rubes, and move 
on to the next town before they realize how much money they dropped to see your show. As you go, you’ll want to 
hire more performers to put on a bigger show and draw more suckers into your tent.

But here’s the thing: you’re finding that the circus life isn’t that easy after all. And there’s another circus  
following right behind you, hitting the same little towns at the same time and drawing crowds away from you. So, 
the two of you strike a deal: the most successful circus can be the one that continues on - and the other one will 
just have to find work elsewhere.

And to make matters worse, you’re finding that the performers can be harder to manage than you ever could have 
imagined. Your “divas” (as you’ve taken to calling them behind their backs) are prone to temper tantrums, and if 
you aren’t there to calm them down, they’ll just up and quit.  It’s a tougher life than you’d thought it’d be, but it 
sure beats working the earth for a living...

What You Need To Play
To play, you’ll need at least one kind of die in the game: a d4, a d6, a d8, a d10, a d12, and a d20. If someone 
you’re playing with is persnickety about sharing dice, then you’ll need two of each.  You’ll also need some way to 
keep track of earnings: pen and paper, coins, wampum...whatever. You’ll also need one friend - but only one. It’s a 
two-player game, after all.

Game Play
Both players start the game with $10 to hire performers. To start the game, decide who’s going first by coming up
with names for your circus. The player with the best name gets to hire his or her performers first. Once players 
have bought the performers they want to buy, the first turn begins. (Any remaining money is saved and can be 
either used in subsequent rounds to hire or used to reach the $100 needed to win.)

Each turn is broken into two phases: putting on the show and hiring performers.  Choose who goes first randomly 
or alternate - but it does not matter who goes first, as who puts on the show first does not affect the outcome in 
any way.  After both players have put on their shows, in the hiring phase, the player who just earned the least 
money hires all of their performers before the other player hires any performers.  Here, who hires first does matter.



Putting on the Show
To put on a show, first collect dollars equal to the number of performers in your show; simply count the perform-
ers in your circus at the start of the show. If you have Isis the Mystic or Poison Eve, count each of them as two 
performers. They’re the biggest names and thus draw the biggest crowds. Earn $1 for each performer as a gate fee. 
The bigger the circus, the bigger the crowds who’ll come to see you, after all...

Then, roll the appropriate die for each performer in your circus, starting with the performers with the smallest die 
and proceeding upwards. (For example, you must roll Mr. Bungle’s d4 before rolling The Lizard Queen’s d8.) For 
every roll greater than 1, collect the number of dollars shown on the die.  (For Isis the Mystic and Poison Eve,  
collect money only on rolls greater than 2.)

Once you have rolled all of your dice, count up your totals and tell your opponent how much you earned. You then 
move into the Hiring phase.

When a Diva Throws a Tantrum
Each time you roll a 1 with a diva’s die (or a 1 or 2 with Isis the Mystic’s or Poison Eve’s), that diva throws a 
tantrum and two bad things happen. First, you earn no money from that diva’s die roll (though you still earn his 
or her gate fee); your performer flatly refuses to perform. Other performers still earn money as normal that round.

Second, and worse, he or she threatens to leave your show and you have to spend the evening consoling him or her 
- and nothing else.  If you choose to console that performer, the performer stays with your circus.  If you do not, 
though, he or she quits your circus and goes back into the pool of performers that could be hired by either you or 
the competing circus.  So, at the end of the turn, you do have the option of hiring that performer back.

As you continue to roll dice, if a second performer throws a tantrum while you are consoling another performer, that 
performer automatically quits your circus, refusing to be part of a circus that doesn’t make him or her a priority.

You must chose to console a performer as soon as he or she throws a tantrum. You cannot wait to see if a later 
diva does, too.

Hiring Performers
At the end of your turn, you may hire any performers who are not already hired by a circus, including any per-
formers who quit your circus, either this turn or in an earlier turn. (Hey, if you’re willing to pay, he can look over 
your past failures to prioritize him…)  The player who earned the least money in the town spends the least time 
collecting and counting his or her profits and can thus check out the new talent first.

To hire a performer, a player must spend an amount of money equal to the number of sides on the die. This is a 
one-time cost. From that point on (unless that performer throws a tantrum and is not consoled), that diva performs 
as part of your circus for no additional cost.

Any money remaining after you hire new performers stays with you, either to be saved or to be spent in a later 
turn. Then, after both players have had the chance to hire, the turn ends.

End of the Game
When a player ends a turn with $100 or more, that player wins. If both players have at least $100 at the end of 
a turn, the player who earned more money goes first.

Remember, even if a player earns $100 in a town, the other player still gets to take his or her turn. (The circuses 
are performing simultaneously. That’s why the crowds are so thin, after all…)



A Few Words about the Images
All of the Divas in this game were taken from Carlos Ostos Sabugal’s Circus Divas Icons, posted to his website 
(http://www.circusdivas.com/downloads/icons/) and licenced under a Creative Commons Attribution-ShareAlike 3.0 Un-
ported License.

Also, because the images were such an inspiration for the game, I decided to make the title of Sabugal’s work as 
the title of this game.

A Few Words about the Fonts
For the headers, card titles, and all of the places where the font isn’t a standard serif font, I used Carnivalee 
Freakshow by Livin Hell from fontspace.com. In the body of the rules, I used BigTop by TCG Corel Systems
Corporation from fontpark.net. Both are listed on these sites as freeware.

A Few Words about the License for the Game
Because Sabugal’s work was just so frickin’ cool that I HAD to use it - and because his license requires that any 
derivative work be licensed under the same license, Circus Divas (the game) is licensed under a Creative Commons 
Attribution-ShareAlike 3.0 Unported License. Out of courtesy, though, I would like you to send me any modifications 
that you make to my work at doug@meltdowngames.com.

A Few Words of Thanks
First, thanks to Carlos Ostos Sabugal for his amazing artwork - and for sharing his work with the world under the 
Creative Commons license.

Second, thanks to my wife for helping me playtest it.

Third, thanks to my brother-in-law for his graphic design suggestions.

Fourth, thanks to you for checking the game out - and, in advance, for any feedback you might have about it. Let 
me know anything constructive at doug@meltdowngames.com, and if you liked it, please toss a thumb my way in 
the contest!

A Few Words about Me
I’m Doug, and by day, I’m an English teacher. On the side, I’ve been designing games for a year and co-founded 
Meltdown Games with one of my best friends, John. You can check out our collaborative work at meltdowngames.
com. You can also check out some of my solo work in the past few 24 hour contests.


